The Vista SW release v5.0 enhances the Vista production consoles product family with full support of the Vista Compact Remote, support of new D21m I/O cards as well as enhancements, improvements and important issue fixes.

The version v5.0 of the Vista software enhances the Vista Compact Remote functionality by the possibility of remote controlling the desk monitoring and core take-over in case of a main desk failure. The Vista Compact Remote now also can be used as a stand-alone desk surface for full control of a SCoreLive DSP-Core without the existence of another Vista desk surface.

The v5.0 software features a new start-up splash screen. It tells the user which Vista SW version currently is running and the overall progress of the start-up procedure is shown while the software is starting up.

The existing Vista Supervisor received additional features and we changed the way it is handling redundancy back-ups in Vista 9 consoles, which dramatically speeds up the back-up process and raises the Vista 9 M2’s state of the art Quad Star redundancy to an even higher level.

This software version supports the new D21m AES Intercom I/O card with 4 stereo AES/EBU Inputs and Outputs, while the BNC version supports bi-directional connections typically used by Intercom systems.

For AoIP networks, new D21m I/O cards are available. A double slot DANTE card with 64 Inputs and Outputs and a single slot Livewire D21 card, supporting 16 (2x8) Stereo Inputs and Outputs.